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Preambel
This document constitutes one of the results of a collaborative development process within
the iMERA-plus project T2.J02 (Breath Analysis) [1]. The participants of T2.J02 have
approved this document. It is meant to be a recommendation. However, the partners would
like to promote this methodology description as an underlying document for a real
documentary standard on Breath Analysis – Traceable Infrared Laser Spectrometric Amount
fraction Measurements (BA-TILSAM) in future time.
This document is based on a similar document [2] originated by an European study
conducted within EURAMET eV. The study, EUROMET project 934, was devoted to CO2
measurements by IR laser spectrometry [3].
Initially, the document is intended to present the basic principles of the measurement method
used in laboratory environments for gas mixtures that have been prepared technically. The
link towards real breath and towards measurements carried out at patient sites on humans
has to be provided by a forthcoming document edition. The present edition is referring to
existing literature on breath measurements.
All T2.J02 partners explicitly agree that this document shall be open for further improvements
or changes, given that the described measurement methods themselves may undergo
further optimization or standardisation steps. This may also imply the incorporation of
suitable spectrometry techniques that are not involved in this first edition.
Terms and Quantities used in this document are intended to be in accordance with the 2nd
edition of the IUPAC Green Book [4]. The most updated definitions can be found in the online
available IUPAC gold book (http://goldbook.iupac.org/).
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Part A – BA-TILSAM
Introduction
This document describes a method for measuring amount-of-substance fractions in gas
mixtures. The measurement is performed by infrared (IR) spectrometry. The measurand is
the amount of substance fraction xi of a certain molecular species i present in the mixture,
which would finally be the human breath matrix.
Infrared spectrometry techniques can be used in gas analysis applications to assign amountof-substance fractions to species in gas mixtures of known constituents. The determination of
the amount-of-substance fraction of a certain species without prior calibration of the
spectrometric measurement instrument with calibration gas mixtures of a known composition
leads to so-called calibration-free infrared spectrometry. In this context, calibration-free
means, allowing the quantity amount fraction to be measured in terms of the SI derived unit
mol⋅mol-1 without referring to a standard or a measurement expressed in the same unit (s.
also [5]). The method used, which is aiming at amount fraction results that are traceable to
the SI units, is called traceable infrared laser-spectrometric amount fraction measurement
(TILSAM) and is described in the following. The present document is matched and dedicated
to the needs and purposes of the iMERA T2.J02 “Breath Analysis (BA)” project. It is therefore
referred to as BA-TILSAM. The original documentary description of the TILSAM method,
developed within the EURAMET project no. 934, that is focused at TDLAS spectroscopy of
carbon dioxide is online available [2].
TILSAM can be used in many fields of application, as well as in meteorology or in medical
measurements; depending on the accessible range of uncertainties of the respective results
for a given analyte it could even have some potential as a primary method [5] in gas
metrology. The respective instrumentation and the implementation of the different
methodological issues used in a certain TILSAM setup is thus governing the possible fields
of application and the respective uncertainty of the TILSAM result.
In a schematic view TILSAM works as it is sketched in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the TILSAM method.

The following BA-TILSAM method description shall be viewed as recommendations for the
underlying principles of using spectrometric methods to measure amount fractions of a
known species in a given gas mixture, that might be human breath. The document itself is
intended to be a first step of standardisation of spectrometric methods in breath analysis. In
that much, this first version relies on the known spectrometry techniques, s. page 6.
However, more sophisticated, more sensitive techniques may exist, that might be also
candidates to be developed as a BA method. A further BA-TILSAM protocol edition may
therefore incorporate more techniques whereas in the following only 3 technique are
considered.
The document describes the different terms used to describe the spectrometric
measurement process, the models used to process the raw data and the subsequent
estimations of uncertainties accompanied with the methods. This BA-TILSAM protocol relies
on very basic experimental setups, that can be improved in reality wherever it might be
suitable.

1. Abbreviations and Terms
The abbreviations used within this document are summarized in Tab. 1, terms and quantities
in Tab. 2. Because some initial documentary work was based on measurements carried out
for carbon dioxide, the suffix CO2 is frequently used in the following. Without any loss of
generality one could replace it by any molecule of interest.
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Tab. 1: List of abbreviations.
BA
TILSAM
TDLAS
QCLAS
CRDS
IR
CO2
N2
molec
τ-1

τ-0
rsweep
FWHM

breath Analysis
traceable Infrared Laser-Spectrometric Amount fraction
Measurement
direct tunable diode laser absorption spectrometry
direct quantum cascade laser absorption spectrometry
cavity ring-down spectrometry
infrared
carbon dioxide
nitrogen
molecules
baseline, given by the experimental detector signal where
no absorption occurs, representation of the transmission
level τ = 1
100-%-absorption, represented by τ = 0
laser sweep rate; units are defined by the experimental
realisation of the spectrum
quantity given as full width in x-direction at half of the
maximum in y-direction

Tab. 2: Definitions of terms and quantities, according to [4].
Quantity
amount of CO2 fraction
gravimetric amount of
reference

CO2

Symbol Unita
xCO2
mol·mol-1
fraction xCO2,grav mol·mol-1

Notes

abundance of isotopologue i, i = 1,2,3,…
conventional abundance
isotopologue factor

xiCO2
1
xiCO2,norm 1
riso
1

particle density (of species j)
total gas pressure
partial pressure of species j
gas temperature
norm gas temperature
Boltzmann’s constant

n (nj)
p
pj
T
T0
kB

molec·cm-3 p = n · kB · T
hPa
hPa = mbar
hPa
pj = xj ·p
K
T0 = 296 K
kB = 1.3806505·10-23 J/K

wavenumber
line center wavenumber

ν~
ν~0

cm-1
cm-1

optical path length
L
~
incident radiant power at ν
φ0(ν~ )
radiant power at ν~ transmitted over length φ(ν~ )
L
1/e-time constant for an empty cavity ring- τ0,CRD(ν~ )
Version: 2011-04-28.doc
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cm
W/m2
W/m2
s

given in the gas mixture
x1CO2,norm = 0.9842 [6],[7]
riso = xiCO2 / xiCO2,norm

ν~ = 1 λ
specified by the probed
transition
interaction length with light

in cases where confusion
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down event measured at spectral position
ν~
1/e-time constant for an cavity ring-down τCRD(ν~ )
event measured at spectral position ν~
pulse duration of a QCL pulse (pulse τCQCL
length)
repetition rate of the pulsed QCL
frep
molecular line strength for T0
S

s

with transmission τ(ν~ ) can
be excluded, the index
CRD can be omitted

s
Hz
cm/molec

∞

S=

∫ σ (ν~)dν~

−∞

molecular line strength for T
ST
cm/molec
absorption line profile function centred at g(ν~ − ν~0 ) cm
ν~0 for a given ν~

τ(ν~ )
spectral transmission
1 - τ(ν~ )
spectral absorption
A(ν~ )
naparian spectral absorbance
integrated absorption line area, defined by Aline
the integrated absorbances A(ν~ ) b

∞

∫ g(ν~ − ν~ )dν~ = 1
0

−∞

1
1
1
cm-1

τ(ν~ ) = φ(ν~ ) / φ0(ν~ )
if scattering is neglected
A(ν~ ) = -ln(τ(ν~ ))

∫

Aline = A(ν~)dν~

absorption coefficient
absorption cross section
line width of the absorption line
Lorentzian line width
Gaussian line width
laser line width

k(ν~ )
σ(ν~ )
∆ν~
∆ν~

cm-1
cm2

k(ν~ ) = σ(ν~ ) · n
σ(ν~ ) = S · g(ν~ − ν~0 )

L

cm-1
cm-1

∆ν~G
∆ν~laser

cm-1
cm-1

FWHM
FWHM
FWHM
FWHM

laser sweep position
detector signal at laser sweep position ζ
detector offset signal
function to process measured raw data

ζ
I(ζ)
Ioffset(ζ)
ϕ

arb. units
arb. units
arb. units

often time units
often in V
often in V

experimental parameter

Γ

cm-1

Γ = ST · p · L / (kB T)

a
b

normally used in spectrometric practise; in cases decimal powers have to be matched
line areas can also be reported differently, e.g. based on integrated absorption coefficients k

In Tab. 2 there are also some relations given that relate some of the spectrometric properties
to each other. In the following modelling, only few of them are further used for the description
of the method.

2. Measurement methods covered by this document
Breath analysis and thereby BA-TILSAM can be performed by means of different
spectrometry techniques, summarized by an open list, depending on the future
developments. In this first edition of the BA-TILSAM documentary method description, the list
of covered spectrometry techniques is given by:
-

direct tunable diode laser spectrometry (s. page 11)
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direct tunable quantum cascade laser spectrometry (s. page 20)
cavity ring-down laser spectrometry (s. page 25)

The separation of the first two is due to some particularities among the QCL-based
spectrometry, which are mainly caused by the need or advantages of operating pulsed
QCLs. There are also possible sub-divisions within the CRD-spectrometry, e.g. pulsed,
continous-wave, optical-feedback or frequency-stabilized CRDS ([8],[9],[10],[11]). However,
all of them are based on the CRDS principle (s. page 25), that shall be separated from the so
called cavity-enhanced absorption spectrometry (CEAS) technique. It should be noted that
CEAS is by definition not a TILSAM method. Besides, it should also be noted that CEAS has
a high potential to be very powerful spectrometry technique, with a sensitivity being
sometimes even higher than CRDS [12].

3. Molecules of interest
In the following example molecules, that are in focus of a current BA project [1], are listed:
Tab. 3:

List of molecules in focus of BA project T2.J02 [1].

Methane
Ethane
Carbon dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Formaldehyde
Acetone
Methanol
Ethanol
Pentane
Nitrogen monoxide
Ammonia
Water

CH4
C2H6
CO2
CO
CH2O
C3H6O
CH3OH
C2H5OH
C5H12
NO
NH3
H2O

Tab. 3 lists some challenging molecular species that are hard to quantify, because of their
reactivity or their amount fraction ranges present in breath that may not exceed the nmol·mol1
level, and some other, easier to measure examples that are present at very high
concentrations, like CO2 or water. Nevertheless the principle of the BA-TILSAM method is
independent on the amount fraction ranges of the molecules of interest.
More comprehensive breath-bio marker lists are given together with their specific
physiological relevance in the literature [13].

4. Breath Analysis Particularities
This document is intended to be a common base for the spectrometric measurement
technique itself, not for its application. There have been reviews on the current status of
breath analysis published during the last 5 years [13, 14]. Although many improvements with
respect to laser spectroscopy and related instrumentation of the earlier publication were
stated in the most recent review, both status reports on breath analysis agree, stating that it
still “remains in its infancy” as long as clinical breath analysis is concerned [13]. These
reports also provide some reasons behind why clinical breath analysis are still dealing with
some shortcomings [13]. One lack was identified as missing standardization. Standardization
is necessary in two directions to improve the status of clinical breath analysis. The first is on
the direction of the measurement procedure itself, the second on the clinical relevance and
Version: 2011-04-28.doc
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physiological interpretation of the existence or changes of amount fractions of certain
biomarkers in breath. For the latter one, much more clinical testing and background would be
desirable [14].
The present document is on the TILSAM method. Any instrumentation that is able to perform
TILSAM has to be upgraded in order to become a real breath analyser. This in a sense that
all what is written in the following is not based on real breath measurements. However, in this
section at least to some extent, real breath measurements and some of their particularities
compared to the bare TILSAM method shall be addressed. Any application of any
spectrometric technique should be aware of the recommendations given for specific
molecular species [15-17]. These recommendations can be generally helpful even in cases
where expressed for a specific molecule.
Real breath analysis can firstly be divided into two categories, online measurements and
offline measurements. Secondly, there is the division between exhaled oral and nasal
specimen measurements. This latter division has to be addressed by clinical aspects, that
are beyond the scope of this document, whereas the first one has also technical aspects,
directly referring to the TILSAM method.
Time resolution:
For offline measurements no specific time resolution is necessary. By that, offline
measurements resemble very much lab measurements in gas cells. Here, the amount of
available sample volume is mostly influencing the selection of suitable TILSAM
instrumentation.
Online measurements demand some minimum time resolution. The aim of online
measurements is to quantify the temporal development of the amount fraction of the species
of interest. Typical breath cycles in measurements are within the range of 10 s. Therefore a
time resolution of less than 1 s is desirable. This means the amount fraction result has to be
acquired, saved, and updated with more than 1 Hz. While the measurement is online, the
data analysis in cases could also be done afterwards to maintain the max. computation
speed for the measurements themselves, if data treatment were too much time consuming.
Referring to this document, this demand is to be matched with the recommendations on p.16
of Part B – TDLAS. For a TILSAM instrumentation the desired time resolution is also
influencing the design of the experiment being either a static or a dynamic measurement.
Sampling:
The selection of an appropriate sampling method is crucial for breath measurements. For
online measurements the breath has to flow directly from the proband to the measuring
analyser. For offline measurements some sample compartments have to be used in order to
bring the breath from the proband to the analyser. The compartment, often breath sample
bags have to be approved to be suitable to carry the sample over a specific period in time
with less as possible losses or changes of the sample composition. Ideal bags do not exist.
In reality minor losses should be very small for stable compounds and can easily reach the
several percentage range for reactive species. Oppositely, all standard bags like Tedlar®
bags are known to emit several compounds that are thus enriched in the sample.
The filling procedure of the compartment and the transfer procedure of the breath gas from
the compartment to the analyser has to be defined and matched to the respective
recommendations. For the time being some standardized methods are agreed in [16, 17]
No matter whether on or offline measurements are in focus, breath maneuvers have to be
accounted for while sampling. A huge variability in human breath attitudes and feasibilities in
Version: 2011-04-28.doc
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providing and accessing exhaled breath pressure, calls for standardization in breath
sampling, such that breath maneuvers cannot cause differents in resultant biomarker
concentrations and ensure traceability from physiological bio-marker origin and desease
diagnosis to the SI-units used by the TILSAM method.
One of the most important parts that upgrades a TILSAM instrumentation to become a breath
analyser is the sampling part, the interface between the proband and the TILSAM setup. The
sampling part of a breath analyser governs also the following aspects, which have to be
addressed by the TILSAM instrumentation in order to be applied for breath measurements.
Flow rate:
The amount of substance fraction of a certain biomarker in exhaled breath can depend on
the expiratory flow rate [17]. Also known are other patient factors influencing the biomarker
measurement in breath [17]. For online measurements this will have some further influence
on the flow rate with which the BA-TILSAM can be performed. This is certainly an issue for
dynamic measurements. For specific biomarkers there are standardisation efforts done on
the flow rate that shall be established when performing online BA measurements [17]. Any
TILSAM instrumentation that shall be upgraded as a breath analyser must meet this
recommendations for the flow rate in online measurements.
The flow rate could even be an issue on offline BA measurements. The filling of the breath
sample compartment, e.g. the sample bag, must ensure the desired flow rate as well.
Interfering species:
In breath samples there are more than the (at least) one interesting species present. In order
to apply the TILSAM method for BA, all species must be checked for any interference with
the absorption lines of the molecule(s) of interest. Possible significant 1 interferences can be
addressed by different means. Either by selection of an appropriate spectral window, where
the spectral features of the interfering species are not perturbing the features of the molecule
of interest, or by performing a multi-component analysis which is taking the spectral features
of all the relevant different components into account, or by simply removing 2 the interfering
species from the sample before applying the TILSAM method.
For the latter several methods exist in literature on cleaning gases, removing moisture and
freezing components.
The most important interfering species present in all breath samples are carbon dioxide and
water. Their amount fraction levels in exhaled breath is comparably large while those of most
interesting biomarkers are smallest. Due to this, even wings of spectral carbon dioxide
features far away could cause interference problems to the biomarker spectrum under study.
On the other hand, carbon dioxide can also be used to get information on differences from
exhaled to surrounding breath air and on breath maneuver status. Therefore it typically
measured by an individual measurement system, either indepently, e.g. by means of a
capnograph together with the oxygen content of the exhaled air, or simultaneously by the
same spectroscopic instrument in a separate spectral channel.
Interferences are also possible due to the background concentration of ambient air because
the air environment contains a lot of biomarkers that were to be measured as well. In order to
apply a correction for any background concentration level, one has to ensure that the system
under test, i.e. the proband, is in steady state with the air present at the point of care.
1

Significant: If interfering species or their respective spectral features are below the specified limit of
detection of the interesting molecular species, the interference is taken to be non-significant.
2
Or reducing (s. footnote above).
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Standard units of measure:
Typical units in gas analysis are often dimensionless, e.g. in case of amount-of-substance
fractions expressed as µmol/mol. In order to establish comparability in breath analysis,
which, from a metrological point of view, is given free once traceability is reached, standard
units of measure must, however, reflect some issues related to the original question, what
exhaled breath, measured by what ever, can tell on a person’s health status. First of all
standard units of measure should reflect the fact the people are different in weight and
volume, constitution and age. Different amount fraction levels between people on a certain
biomarker have to be normalized by some means in order to compare them to each other
and to the content of blood-based indicators to state on specific deseases. For this, the
normalization to the carbon dioxide production is proposed by some authors [13]. A large
variability in peoples’ individual exhaled breath amount fraction level were not to be treated
without shortcomings with a highly sophisticated, smalest-uncertainty-figures-producing
breath analyser which, on the other hand, has just a limited to one order dynamic range in
measuring a certain biomarker.
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Part B – TDLAS
1. Scope
This TDLAS part is described for the analyte carbon dioxide. The following is described in
terms of the general TILSAM method, not specifically BA-TILSAM. It is mostly identical to the
TILSAM method description [2]. The prefix BA is therefore omitted within the following parts
wherever it is possible. TDLAS-based TILSAM relies on the possibility to resolve a spectrally
isolated molecular ro-vibrational absorption line, of which the area is then to be derived from
the spectrometric measurement data. This protocol might not be usable where the analyte or
the molecular spectrum is different from that. However, in addition to CO2, there are other
molecules where the TILSAM method can be applied as well.
The protocol has been validated for amount fraction ranges between 100 µmol/mol and
100 mmol/mol carbon dioxide in nitrogen, at least for xCO2 in the range of 0.4 to 20 mmol·mol1
. In ranges different from that, other influence quantities may have to be taken into account
or the relative contribution of the considered quantities herein may change.
The method has been validated and subsequently described for stable gas mixtures that can
be measured in a static regime. This approach has to be changed in cases where gas
mixture (breath sample) stability might be an issue. In these cases a dynamic approach has
to be chosen.

2. Modelling of the Measurement
TILSAM relies on the assumption that the spectrometric measurement can be completely
modelled by the Beer-Lambert-law given in its following representation, knowing that other
formulations of the law are possible 3

φ (ν~) = φ 0 ⋅ exp{−ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅ x CO2 ⋅

p
⋅ L} .
kB ⋅T

(1)

The representation given in (1) is subsequently being used to define the measurand A(ν~ )
and its relation to the final measurement result xCO2 by
A(ν~) = ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅

p
⋅ L ⋅ x CO2 .
kB ⋅T

(2)

Due to its larger reliability and less susceptibility to experimental errors the integral form of
(2) shall be used to calculate the amount fraction, which lead to

∫

Aline = A(ν~) dν~ = ST ⋅

p
⋅ L ⋅ x CO2 ,
kB ⋅T

(3)

3

For transferring other popular formulations based on cross section, absorption coefficient, particle
density or partial pressure into (1) s. notes in Tab. 2
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provided by the normalisation of g(ν~ ). And thereby it follows the basic model equation for
the amount fraction result
x CO2 =

kB ⋅T
⋅ Aline .
ST ⋅ p ⋅ L

(4)

For a given experimental realisation based on direct absorption spectrometry with an
interaction length L, modelled by (1) and probing a given absorption transition with known
line strength S, the amount fraction result can be derived from the line area and the
measured gas parameters T and p, simply by applying (4). However, the respective
uncertainty of the resulting amount fraction value depends on different influence quantities
and further modifications to (4) that will be explained in sections 5 and 6.

3. Basic Experimental Setup

Gas manifold

Fig. 2 depicts a schematic setup, that can be used in a typical TILSAM instrumentation. For
this experimental realisation a two-channel regime is possible. By that, it is possible to
measure simultaneously φ0( ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ), or by means of a frequency marker, e.g. a Fabry
Perot etalon, φ(ν~ ) and rsweep.

T, ptotal

Det.2
Det.1
Etalon

Laser

OAP

Fig. 2:
Basic setup used as TILSAM instrumentation. The two simultaneously measured
signals from detectors Det. 1 and Det. 2 can be transferred to read measurement results for
φ0(ν~ ) and φ( ν~ ) or, by placing the Etalon in the beam, φ(ν~ ) and rsweep. The OAP is used to
collimate the diverging laser beam.

The length of the gas cell, i.e. the interaction length of the molecules and the IR photons L,
has to be measured independently. A gas manifold equipped with a vacuum pumping system
is used to put the gas mixture under test to the gas cell and to the desired pressure p. The
pressure p and the gas temperature T are measured inside the gas cell and on the cell wall
surface, respectively.
It shall be noted that this document does not exclusively promote or recommend such setup
presented in Fig. 2, but encourages one to use any suitable instrumentation setup for
TILSAM.
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4. Measurement Policy
In order to perform the spectrometric amount fraction determination described by this
document one has to assure that the line width ∆ν~laser of the applied IR-laser is sufficiently
small compared to the width ∆ν~ of the probed transition. The latter might be preset by
varying p inside the gas cell, thus affecting the collisional broadening.
Besides the spectrometric measurements itself, TILSAM also relies on the measurement of
the gas parameters p and T. The respective measurements have to be performed with
calibrated devices in order to make the results traceable. The spectrometry has to be
performed on the gas mixture under test. Therefore, it must be assured that no other gas or
gas mixture from prior measurements are interfering. In that much it might be necessary to
combine a vacuum system with the TILSAM instrumentation. By means of that, the gas cell
can be evacuated and the pressure of the gas mixture under test p may be preset. The latter
enables one also to perform spectrometric measurements as a function of Γ by varying p,
with subsequent options for the data retrieval (s. section 6).
The spectrometric measurement is carried out in a gas cell. In combination with the shape of
the applied IR-laser beam, this cell provides a certain optical path length L which for most
gas cells equals the interaction length of the gas molecules with the laser photons (which
often is not true for the geometric length of the cell). There are different ways to measure this
interaction length, however, the traceability of the final amount fraction result also relies on
the traceability of L.
In order to derive the absorbance line area Aline the spectrometric measurement has to be
performed by sweeping the laser emission wavelength spectrally across the absorption line.
The sweep width in relation to the line width has to be adjusted properly and shall be part of
the resulting documentation. To evaluate Aline a measure to transfer the laser’s sweep from
any unit (often done in the temporal space) to the wavenumber domain has to be established
for the TILSAM instrumentation. The resulting sweep rate (or sweep rate function)
measurement shall also be part of the documentation.
The measures to detect φ0(ν~ ) and φ( ν~ ) for a single Aline evaluation have to be reported in
the documentation.
To assure that for the TILSAM instrumentation τ-1 and τ-0 are established properly, its
respective control measurements are to be reported in the result documentation. Due to
possible side mode emissions of the laser, τ-0 often does not correspond to I for a blocked
laser beam. Therefore τ-0 has to be measured instead by a respective molecular absorption,
e.g. for the pure gas or high-concentration mixtures. In between τ-1 and τ-0, the linearity of
any used detector has to be assured.
The spectrometric measurements can be performed static (off-line) or dynamic (in-line). The
first with the gas mixture filled into the gas cell to the desired pressure p and subsequent
decoupling of the gas container from the gas cell and thermalization. The latter with ongoing
pumping of the gas mixture through the gas cell, establishing a constant pressure p.
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5. Measurands and Influence Quantities
According to the modelling of the measurement given in section 2. the spectrometric
measurand is the spectral absorbance A(ν~ ) measured across the molecular absorption line
probed by the TILSAM instrumentation. By appropriate integration the respective line area
Aline is then derived subsequently 4.
However, to apply equation (4) and/or to perform any further analysis the following influence
quantities have to be evaluated.
Gas Temperature T:
The temperature of the gas mixture under test is a measurand for any TILSAM procedure. In
instrumental cases where the gas cell and with it, after thermal balancing, the gas itself
would be temperature-stabilized, T can be viewed as an influence quantity whose value can
be taken from the temperature stabilising system.
Otherwise it is necessary to measure T independently. Measurements of T might be done on
the outer surface temperature of the gas cell, assuring a homogenous temperature along the
interaction length L and providing a thermal balancing of the gas with the outer cell walls
(Twall = T) or by some other options including internal cell wall temperature measurements.
However, measurement options for T shall not be part of this document.
Total pressure p:
The total pressure of the gas mixture under test may serve as a varying parameter for the
amount fraction determination and influences the shape of the absorption profile g(ν~ − ν~0 ).
Therefore it is recommended in this document to measure p independently 5. The pressure
measurement must be performed directly at the gas cell, assuring no pressure gradient along
L is involved.
Optical path length L:
The optical path length which, in this document 6, is meant to equal the interaction length L of
the gas molecules and the IR-photons is an influence quantity, experimentally realized in a
given TILSAM instrumentation. Its value and related uncertainty can be taken from the
specification documents of this instrumentation. In principle L is affected by the shape of the
IR-beam and the in and out coupling of it, the mounting of the cell windows and the used
window material. Even the realized gas pressure inside the gas cell may affect L.

4

Due to section 2. Aline is to be evaluated for each single laser sweep across the line. For improved
statistics, very often A( ν~ ) is derived for accumulated laser scans averaging over the individual scans.
5
Even though gas pressure measurements based on spectrometry itself are possible.
6
For gas cells equipped with purged cell windows L might be different from the optical path length
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However, neither options of measuring L for a given TILSAM instrumentation nor design
criteria for gas cells to be used for TILSAM shall be part of this document.
Line Strength ST:
Among all influence quantities, the line strength S is probably the most striking one. By the
molecular property S, the link of the measured interaction between photons and molecules to
the SI units is established. Thus, relying on the knowledge and usage of S, the methodology
of TILSAM can be labelled as being calibration-free.
Line strength figures have been measured and published for a larger number of molecules
and spectrometric transitions. Different databases tabulate them, e.g. [7, 18]. However, only
recently line strengths on CO2 have become available whose values are also assigned with
uncertainty figures [19],[20],[21],[22]. For a number of transitions line strengths with an
impressing small uncertainty have been published as well [23]. However, a discrepancy
between the two last publications is still to be clarified.
Due to some convention established by a majority of spectroscopists, line strengths are
reported for the fixed norm temperature T0 = 296 K. Furthermore, these respective line
strengths S are given for a certain conventional isotopologic composition xi,CO2 of the pure
gas. The value of it for CO2 is given in Tab. 2. The latter is necessary because of the fact that
by spectrometry and in particular by TILSAM the measurement is being performed on a
single isotopologue, i.e. a transition belonging to a single isotopologue of the molecular
species, whereas the final result, i.e. the amount fraction xCO2 is meant to apply for the sum
of all isotopologues being present in the mixture.
In order to apply the TILSAM method to any measurement temperature T the line strength S
has to be transferred to the line strength ST by an appropriate approach specified. This
might be done by use of a line strength already reported/measured at the desired
temperature T. Or S can be matched to T by applying a certain model function ψ that
explicitly describes the temperature dependence of S mathematically [19]
ST = ψ(S, T)
Among others, there is a common approximative model ψ for T around room temperature
given by
T
S T = S ⋅  0
T

j
 h⋅c ⋅E

 ⋅ exp−
kB



 1 1 
 ⋅
⋅  −
T
T
0




 h ⋅ c ⋅ν~0
1 − exp

 kB ⋅T

 h ⋅ c ⋅ν~0
 
 ⋅ 1 − exp
 
 k B ⋅ T0





−1

(5)

Here j is related to the molecular structure, h is the Planck constant and c the speed of light
whereas E denotes the ground state energy of the desired transition, that is tabulated in [7].
For CO2 in the 2-µm combination band and the R(12) line centered at ν~0 = 4987.31 cm-1, the
temperature dependence of ST can be described by j = 1.25 being in accordance with the
temperature dependence of [7]. For that specific transition the line strength at 296 K has also
been published in [22] as
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S = (1.255 ± 0.012) · 10-21 cm/molec
with the expanded uncertainty given for the coverage factor k = 2. However, for the same
CO2 line another published figure is [23]
S = (1.2379 ± 0.0014) · 10-21 cm/molec
The ground state energy can be found in [7] as E = 60.8709 cm-1.
Isotopologic composition riso:
Typically, the demand in gas analysis is to report the measured amount of substance fraction
of the desired species no matter which isotopologue abundance was present in the gas
mixture under test. However, since TILSAM is based on a single molecular transition it is
isotopologue-selective. Measuring the spectrometric response of the gas mixture first gives a
result based on one single isotopologue. In order to answer the typical question in gas
analysis line strengths are not given isotopologue-pure but for a certain abundance
(xiCO2,norm ≤ 1) of the respective probed isotopologue.
In reality, for a given gas mixture the present abundance of the probed isotopologue xiCO2
may differ from the norm-abundance. In that, generally one has to correct for any given gas
mixture by applying the isotopologic composition factor riso .
In principle the isotopologic composition of the measured species (CO2) in the present gas
mixture has to be known or to be measured independently. However, in practise in many
cases the latter will not be feasible. So, if riso is not known exactly, its lack of knowledge has
to be incorporated into the uncertainty budget. Taking riso = 1, its uncertainty has to cover the
fact that it is not measured.

6. Raw Data, Processing, and Data Retrieval
Raw data for the different experimental stages are given by the measured detector signals I
and Ioffset respectively. From the measured I and Ioffset the different spectrometric quantities
have to be processed. The order of the different experimental stages is specified in an
independent measurement protocol document or as following recommended:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

supporting measurement: establishing the wavenumber axis
supporting measurement: establishing τ-1 and τ-0
analytical measurement: measuring φ0(ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ) for a preset Γ
analytical measurement: measuring φ0(ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ) for varied Γ
control measurement: establishing τ-1 and τ-0
control measurement: establishing the wavenumber axis
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Single measurements may comprise multiple laser sweeps. In order to provide some
statistics each analytical measurement should be performed under repeatability conditions at
least ten times.
For each measurement the raw data processing ϕ has to be applied providing the
transformation from detector signals I(ζ), Ioffset(ζ) via φ0(ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ) towards A(ν~ ):

φ0( ν~ ) = ϕ(I(ζ), Ioffset(ζ)) and φ(ν~ ) = ϕ(I(ζ), Ioffset(ζ))
where the transfer from the measurement units for the laser sweep ζ into the desired
wavenumber units is provided by the sweep rate function rsweep established and confirmed by
the experimental stages a) and f):

ν~ = r sweep (ζ )
Here, it shall be noted that there exist also experimental approaches where φ0( ν~ ) is not
explicitly measured but derived from the wings of the measurement of φ(ν~ ) by means of a fit.
As well, the methods to measure φ0(ν~ ) differ. A one channel regime will have to apply
sequential measurements of φ0(ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ), whereas a two or even more channel regime
allows for simultaneous φ0(ν~ ) and φ(ν~ ) measurements. None of these approaches shall be
refused by this document.
Assuming that the detectors are linear, the simplest case in a TILSAM instrumentation is
where Ioffset is zero or negligible, I(ζ) is linear in the range defined by the signal levels for τ-1
and τ-0, and where ϕ and rsweep are given by constant factors ϕ0 and r0sweep, respectively.
Then

φ(ν~ ) = ϕ0 · I(r0sweep · ζ)
applies, and similar for φ0(ν~ ) with the same values for ϕ0, r0sweep. In more complex systems
this transformation can be different, e.g. where Ioffset has to be subtracted from I(ζ) or where
some linearization correction has to be applied to the detector signals.
Finally the data processing has to evaluate the natural absorbance A(ν~ ), and in turn, the
absorbance peak area Aline. An example of measured TDLAS data on its way from raw data
to processed data is shown in Fig. 3.
The latter action is crucial. More than one approach exists. Either a fit to A(ν~ ) can be applied
by means of an appropriate line profile function g*(ν~ − ν~ ) or a direct numerical integration of
0

A(ν~ ) can be performed. From g*(ν~ − ν~0 ) the free fitting parameter area is derived and taken
as Aline. Depending on the pressure p, g*(ν~ − ν~ ) can be described by a Lorentzian, a
0

Gaussian or a Voigt-profile. In some cases, other line profiles, like Galatry or Rautian, may
describe the spectral feature better with respect to reduced uncertainties [19],[23],[24] The
Gaussian or so called Doppler line width ∆ν~ can be kept fixed for the line fitting according
G

to the measured gas temperature T and the well known relation between temperature and
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Fig. 3: Experimental TDLAS data on CO2 amount fraction measurements. a) Raw data from
sample (with absorption feature) and reference (no absorption) channel. b) Signals from the
sample channel with an etalon in the beam path. c), d) Data from a), b) processed to absorbance
(d) and etalon transmission (c), respectively, vs. wave numbers. e) Different measurements like a)
to d) processed and plotted as derived line areas Aline vs. the respective experimental parameter Γ;
a generalized linear regression is fitted to the data to determine the CO2 amount fraction from the
slope parameter.

Doppler broadening [25] 7. However, even though the line width, i.e. the Lorentzian line width
∆ν~L , may serve as a quality check by plotting it versus p, the line width is not that
demanding at all. Therefore also the direct numerical integration approach has its benefits,
e.g. no assumption of any certain line profile has to be made. Examples for that can be found
in [26, 27].In both approaches care has to be taken that the integration or the fit, respectively,
is being performed on a sufficiently large spectral window with respect to the absorbance line
width ∆ν~ .
Once Aline has been evaluated the retrieval of the final result xCO2 can be accomplished. By
modifying equation (4) due to section 5, the model equation for an individual amount fraction
measurement reads
x CO2 =

r iso

kB ⋅T
⋅ Aline = Γ −1 ⋅ Aline
⋅ ST ⋅ p ⋅ L

(6)

For statistical reasons the retrieval of xCO2 should be based on more than one measurement.
Applying (6) and averaging individual measurements carried out under repeatability
conditions or for varied experimental conditions Γ, e.g. varying p, T, or L, the final result is
given as the mean of N individual xiCO2 as
x CO2 =

1
⋅
N

N

∑x

i
CO2

(7)

i

7

Here the question may arise which mass determines the Doppler width, the molar mass of an
isotopologue mixture of normal abundances and unknown composition or the mass of the probed
isotopologue.
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together with its respective standard deviation of the mean s( x CO2 ).
In addition to that, an alternative retrieval approach is based on the linear model given by
reading (6) as
Aline (Γ ) = x CO2 ⋅ Γ

(8)

and analysing the individually measured experimental Aline values versus their respective Γ
figures by means of an appropriate linear regression type 8. By this, the final result of a
measured data set can be reported from the slope of the regression line as slope-evaluated
amount fraction xCO2.
It should be noted that the slope-evaluated xCO2 is depending on the type of the regression
model. Generally, its mathematical expression is different from (7), which may lead to two
different amount fraction values for the same data set. However, both results have to be
compared in awareness of their respective uncertainties 9.
The benefit of the linear model retrieval approach (8) is seen in the possibility of identifying
hidden measurement errors. The model predicts a linear regression through the origin. For a
free linear regression analysis a resulting intercept that is not negligible compared to its own
uncertainty, indicates some problems with the measurement. In that case it is recommended
to report an analysis result containing three expressions
i) the mean of the individual measurements x CO2
ii) the slope-evaluated xCO2 together with the value and its uncertainty of the intercept
iii) the slope-evaluated xCO2 given by a regression forced through the origin.

7. Uncertainty Estimation
The uncertainty figure U(xCO2) and its respective budget for the final result of the measured
amount fraction has to be GUM-compliant [29-31] or, at least GUM-based 10. To make
TILSAM results really traceable all influence quantities have to be traceable. However,
relying on quantities that have been taken from databases, e.g. to convert S to ST figures for
E and ν~0 are needed in (5), traceability is not always provided. Nevertheless, this should be
a very rare exception.
One open question is the best approach to estimate the uncertainty for Aline. Given the fact
that there are quite some different methods to evaluate Aline, this document cannot provide a
8

There is an ongoing discussion in the literature on linear analysis/regression models (see [28. R.
Willink, Metrologia 45, 290 (2008)] and references therein.
9
For this comparison the uncertainties may be based exclusively on statistics.
10
The ISO standard in its first formulation [29. ISO, Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement, 1. International Organization for Standardization, Genevepp, 9267101889 9267101889]
deals exclusively with linear model functions. The line shape profile and its respective line area Aline
fitting is not linear. Supplements to [29. ISO, Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement,
1. International Organization for Standardization, Genevepp, 9267101889 9267101889] are underway.
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general recommendation for its uncertainty estimation. Generally speaking, the challenging
task is to evaluate Aline with uncertainties in both dimensions, i.e., the absorbance axis and
the wavenumber axis. This gives rise to a certain correlation.
It should be noted, that there are even some published concepts to evaluate the uncertainty
U in cases where an integral quantity has been evaluated from spectral measurements,
taking into account uncertainties in x- and y-direction [27, 32, 33].
Once the uncertainty for the integrated absorbance line area Aline has been evaluated, the
respective propagation of it, and that of all other influence quantities, to a combined
uncertainty for the amount fraction xCO2, has to be performed according to the ISO-GUM [29].
In cases where the slope evaluation approach (eq. (8)) has been applied, the linear
regression of the measured data has to consider respective uncertainties for Aline and Γ. To
do that for gas analysis purposes, some recommendations are given in the ISO-6143
standard [34].
In Appendix A on page 37 an uncertainty budget for a single TILSAM result is given. This is
preliminary and has to be optimized in view of the issues mentioned above.

8. Possibilities of Validation
For any realized TILSAM instrumentation it is recommended that its performance in terms of
reliability and uncertainty of the measurement results is validated against gravimetrically
prepared standards. This does not mean that the TILSAM is not free of calibration. Instead,
the quality of being free-of-calibration with reference gas standards is been proved by this.
This comparison of the spectrometrically evaluated xCO2 with the gravimetric reference
xCO2,grav also provides a test of the uncertainty budget for xCO2.
A TILSAM instrumentation-internal validation of measurement results can be seen in the
analysis of measured line widths ∆ν~L as a function of pressure p. For that, a linear relation is
been predicted by the theory of collisional broadening.
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Part C – QCLAS
1. Scope
QCLAS is very much similar to TDLAS described in Part B. Therefore, here the reference
shall be made to the respective section of Part B – TDLAS. In particular the note on the
necessity of spectrally isolated molecular absorption lines for any TILSAM shall be repeated.
However, QCLAS as described in the following, has some particularities, that are referring to
the fact that it is based on pulsed QCLs. This, because today’s commercially available QCLsetups are still mostly pulsed systems. Even though cw-QCLs are commercially offered, it
seems still quite a matter of time to have a larger widespread of them. However, besides
that, pulsed QCL systems offer some unique features that are useful to some special
applications like breath analysis.
In the following the use of the intra pulse wavelength-up chirp mode of operation, as it was
introduced by [35, 36], shall be described in combination with the TILSAM method. Although
the alternative method to cover the spectral window of interest, the inter pulse mode, is
favoured by some groups, this edition of the document focuses on the intra pulse mode.
Comparisons between both modes of operation are summarized in [37]. The combination of
TILSAM with intra-pulse QCL spectroscopy has also been demonstrated with experimental
results in [38].

2. Modelling of the Measurement
The modelling of the measurement for QCLAS-based TILSAM is exactly referring to the
respective section in Part B – TDLAS.

3. Basic Experimental Setup
The basic experimental setup is referring to the respective section Fig. 2 in Part B – TDLAS.
In addition, it shall be noted that for the intra pulse chirp mode a fast data acquisition system
is needed to perform analogue to digital conversions of the detector signals during a single
QCL pulse.
In the intra puls mode, QCL pulse lengths τQCL are typically ranging from a couple of ten
nanoseconds to a few microseconds [36, 39]. In case, the sampling rate of the data
acquisition has therefore to be in the GS/s range.
The benefit of QCLAS is the accessibility of the MIR by QCLs. Therefore the detectors have
to be fit to that range. Additionally, the detectors and subsequent amplifiers have be fast
enough to monitor the time development of single QCL pulses. There are fast preamplified
TE-cooled HgCdTe detectors on the market, that are sensitive in the MIR. However they are
known to exhibit a comparably (to detectors in the NIR) pronounced non-linearity in their
output signal when varying the incident radiant power [40].
For an unambiguous data processing according to section 2 in Part B – TDLAS (p. 11)
single-mode operation with known wavelengths is essential. Thus for this type of
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spectroscopy DFB-QCLs are most suitable. With respect to their variety of operation
parameters, even in case of DFB-structuring, pulsed QCL-systems have to be checked for
their single mode operation prior to usage. For the operating parameters laser voltage, laser
substrate temperature, laser pulse length and repetition rate, ranges have to be found for
which single mode operation is assured. This can be done for instances by means of a FTIRanalysis of the QCL radiation. Measuring the QCL emission as a function of laser
temperature and pulse length provides a “safe” parameter set for single mode operation and
the information which wavelength range is emitted for a given preset laser parameters.
The intra-pulse chirp operation mode utilizes the intrinsic temperature rise inside the active
area of the laser chip during the laser pulse [41]. Right from the beginning of each pulse the
emission wavelength increases within several nanoseconds. Thus the laser emission spans
a certain pulse-length-dependent spectrum within a single pulse. The laser wavelength
sweeps from the blue towards the red side of the spectrum. By means of selecting the laser
temperature and the laser voltage, chirp-onset wavelength and laser power can be tuned.
The sweep width is fixed by the pulse length.
As an example, the upper panel of Fig. 3 shows a QCL pulse with length τQCL = 255 ns,
transmitted through an etalon having a free spectral range (FSR) of ∼0.05 cm-1. The intrapulse chirp for this condition is shown to be 1.65 cm-1 as evidenced by the number of 33
fringes. In principle the intra-pulse mode spectroscopy allows to study the molecular
spectrum of interest within one single laser pulse of a few nanoseconds what could be
important, e.g. in fast processes or for sensing purposes in high dynamic environments.
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Fig. 4
Raw data from intra-pulse chirp spectrometry. Lower panel: Signals from the sample
channel φ( ν~ ) featuring an absorption feature from CO (full line) and from the reference channel
without absorption, giving the incident pulse shape φ0( ν~ ) (dashed line). Upper panel: Transmission
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through an etalon seen by Det. 1 (etalon FSR ∼0.05 cm ).
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4. Measurement Policy
The measurement policy for QCLAS-based TILSAM is exactly referring to the respective
section in Part B – TDLAS.
Due to its typical mid-infrared emission spectral wavelength range, QCL radiation is often
detected by means of MCT detectors. These detectors are known for some non-linear
response with respect to the incident laser radiant power even though there seems now
model available describing this phenomenon [40, 42]. In order to correct for such a detector
non-linearity it is recommended to measure the respective response curve accordingly,
before processing the QCL raw data.
Besides, see also the additional aspects for QCLAS-based TILSAM mentioned in section 7
of Part C – QCLAS.

5. Measurands and Influence Quantities
The measurands and influence quantities issue for QCLAS-based TILSAM is exactly
referring to the respective section in Part B – TDLAS.
Besides, see also the additional aspects for QCLAS-based TILSAM mentioned in section 7
of Part C – QCLAS and below.
Depending on the type of detector used in the QCL spectrometer, detector non-linearity
might be an issue. MCT detectors are known to exhibit a non-linear response curve which
should be corrected for in order to apply the TILSAM data retrieval as described in section 6
of Part B – TDLAS, page 11. Examples of the correction effect are given in [38].
Intra-pulse QCL spectrometry might be affected by the rapid passage effect introduced by
Duxbury and coworkers [39, 43]. Rapid passage occurs when the laser frequency sweep
through an absorption line is faster than the collisionally induced relaxation, resulting in an
asymmetric or even inverted or oscillating absorption signal. Rapid passage imprints can be
present in QCLAS signals typically at low pressures. Fig. 4 displays results of a
measurement at 5.1 hPa total gas pressure, performed with a gravimetrically prepared gas
mixture with a nominal CO amount fraction of 1000 µmol·mol-1, where rapid passage signals
were observed. While increasing the pressure to 66.5 hPa, this effect was removed as visible
in the inset of Fig. 4. This is caused by the addition of collision partners to the absorbing
medium, thus increasing the relaxation rate of the excited state molecules. Evidently, for any
absolute amount fraction measurements, it is necessary to correct for such rapid passage
effects or simply to eliminate them.
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6. Raw Data, Processing, and Data Retrieval
The raw data processing and data retrieval for QCLAS-based TILSAM is exactly referring to
the respective section in Part B – TDLAS assuming a in cases linearized absorbance axis
scale (see above).
Besides, see also the additional aspects for QCLAS-based TILSAM mentioned in section 7
of Part C – QCLAS.

7. Uncertainty Estimation
The uncertainty estimation for QCLAS-based TILSAM is exactly referring to the respective
section in Part B – TDLAS.
In addition to that, for QCLAS-based TILSAM, one of the largest influences on the
measurement result and its uncertainty is contributed by the conversion from time to wave
number domain. The most straight forward data processing is accomplished by a constant
sweep rate rsweep. However, looking at the top panel of Fig. 3, it is obvious that the fringe
separation in time domain is not constant within the whole pulse length and with it rsweep
either. Pulsed QCLs operated in the intra-pulse mode are known to exhibit a non constant
wavelength-up chirp speed. In fact, during the pulse the fringe separation in time domain
increases, leading to a decrease of the laser sweep-rate towards the end of the pulse.
Taking rsweep as constant over the part of the QCL pulse where the absorption peak is
evaluated, is only a zero order approximation. A more careful analysis would have to apply a
function rsweep(ζ), developed up to the first or second order, being linear or quadratic in time.
As a second issue pulse averaging should be addressed. To improve the signal-to-noise
ratio one may intend to average several QCL pulses for the amount fraction measurement.
Averaging assumes that, within the time needed for it, all relevant parameters are stable. For
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QCLAS in the intra-pulse chirp mode, this means that in ideal case for each single pulse the
laser substrate temperature comes back to the same starting point ensuring for each pulse
the same chirp-onset wavelength. Also rsweep(ζ) has to be equal for each pulse. Any instability
would end up in a smearing of the correct pulse shape and of the correct etalon
transmittance curve, respectively. As a consequence, averaging different QCL pulses needs
a very stable QCL driver unit with a stable temperature management. For typical temperature
sweep rates of about 0.1 cm-1/K, a stability of ±30 mK already means an onset change of
±0.003 cm-1. To check the possible influence on the result, measurements with less
averaging or even single pulse evaluation should be performed.
For high-resolution studies at low total pressures, needed for Doppler-limited results, intrapulse chirp spectroscopy has to focus on two additional aspects. The sweep rate dependent
instantaneous line width ∆ν~laser of QCLs [44] and the rapid passage effect, that may strongly
disturb the absorption signal.
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Part D – CRDS
Mainly edited by and based on:
Dr. Stefan Persijn
VSL- The Dutch Metrology Institute
Thijsseweg 11
2629 JA Delft, the Netherlands

1. Scope
This part describes the use of CRDS using narrow line-width, continuous wave light sources
such as OPOs, diode lasers or DFG systems for the purpose of measuring amount of
substance fractions in gas mixtures. Pulsed lasers are normally easier in use for CRDS but
they are less suitable for precise measurements most notably due to the occurrence of multiexponential decays. This document focuses on the use of a linear ring down cavity formed by
two highly reflective mirrors. Other cavity configurations exist, such as 3-mirror or prismcavities, but these are beyond the scope of the current edition of this method description.

2. Modelling of the Measurement
In CRDS the absorption coefficient of a gas sample is measured by monitoring the timeevolution of the intensity of light reflected between two highly reflective mirrors. The light is
reflected typically thousands of times back and forth by the mirrors. After switching-off the
incoming light beam, the light intensity inside the cavity will decay exponentially because of
various loss mechanisms that are present (transmission of the mirrors, absorption by the gas
sample, absorption by the mirrors, diffractive losses, and scattering). The time constant of
this intensity decay is called ring-down time τCRD(ν~ ). A fast photo-detector monitors the
intensity of the transmitted light which is proportional to the intensity of light inside the cavity.
The transmitted signal therefore also exhibits an exponentially decaying function from which
the decay time can be obtained.
Light intensity leaking out of the cavity is given by

φ (ν~, t ) = φ 0 (ν~) ⋅ exp{− t τ }
CRD

(9)

If one assumes that the cell is filled homogenously with the gas sample over its entire length
L then the ring-down time is given by

τ CRD =

L


p
c ⋅  ln R(ν~) + α loss (ν~) + ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅ x species ⋅
⋅ L
kB ⋅T 
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R is the mirror reflectivity 11. The term αloss(ν~ ) includes the variety of loss mechanisms as
described above. If one combines all loss mechanisms together with the mirror reflectivity
into a single factor Reff(ν~ ) then the ring-down time is given by

τ CRD =

L


p
c ⋅  ln R eff (ν~) + ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅ x species ⋅
⋅ L
kB ⋅T 


(11)

Note that as R ≈ 1 the term ln Reff (ν~) is frequently replaced by (1 - R).
The decay time obtained by measuring a non-absorbing gas sample or vacuum is called
τ0,CRD(ν~ ) and is given by

τ 0,CRD =

L
c ⋅ ln R eff (ν~)

(12)

To determine the amount fraction one measures both τCRD(ν~ )andτ0,CRD(ν~ ). The difference of
their reciprocals is given by

1 
1
1
 = ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅ x species ⋅ p
−
k (ν~) = ⋅ 
~
~
c  τ CRD (ν ) τ 0,CRD (ν ) 
kB ⋅T

(13)

which is known to be the spectral absorption coefficient of the species causing the
absorption. One of the advantages of the CRDS is the fact that the interaction length L is not
influencing the data processing as long as the gaseous absorbers fills the whole space in
between the mirror separation.
Integrating the spectral absorption coefficient removes the wave number dependence and
yields an integral absorption coefficient, i.e. the area of the absorption line expressed in
terms of absorption coefficients.
Aline = ∫ k (ν~) dν~ = ST ⋅ x species ⋅

p
kB ⋅T

(14)

This is very similar to the expression (3) in Part B – TDLAS derived for the direct absorption
spectroscopy, TDLAS and QCLAS. Similarly, now one derives the amount of substance
fraction, referring to (4) as
x species =

kB ⋅T
⋅ Aline
ST ⋅ p

(15)

or as an individual measurement at wavenumber ν~

11

R = R1 = R2 is assumed
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ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅

p
kB ⋅T

=
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1
c ⋅ ST ⋅ g(ν~ − ν~0 ) ⋅

p
kB ⋅T



1
1

⋅ 
−
~) τ
~) 
(
(
τ
ν
ν
CRD
0,
CRD



The line area derived here as (14) for CRDS measurements, is given in units of reciprocal
areas, e.g. cm-2 (see Part A, Tab. 2, page 3).
Based on the very same expressions of (15) for CRDS and (4) for TDLAS the further data
processing implications of CRDS shall be referred to the respective section 6 in Part B –
TDLAS.
CRDS is restricted to the measurement of very small absorptions. At higher absorption
virtually no intensity can build up in the cavity and the decay time will be correspondingly
shorter. This will lead to an unreliable determination of τCRD as the decay trace consists then
of a very limited amount of data points (determined by the sample rate of the data acquisition
system).

3. Basic Experimental Setup
A schematic of a typical CRDS setup is illustrated in the following Fig. 4. The sample is
placed inside a high-finesse optical cavity formed by two highly reflective mirrors (typically
> 99.5 %). The modes of such high finesse cavities typically have a kHz width. To build up
sufficient intensity in the cavity requires the use of a source with a line width on the order of a
few MHz or less. To excite only the TEM00 mode appropriate mode-matching optics are used
to couple the light into the cavity. The cavity length is typically modulated with a piezoelectric
element. At a certain cavity length, light will couple into the cavity. When the light intensity on
the detector exceeds a predefined threshold, the incident light beam is switched-off using a
fast switch such as an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) 12. Light is reflected back and forth
between the mirrors. The absorption coefficient k of the gas species is determined by
measuring the rate of decay since the photon lifetime in the cavity is reduced due to
absorption by the gas sample. The decay lifetime for photons in the cavity, typically in the
order of microseconds, is determined by observing light which passes through the rear mirror
by a fast photo-detector. The combined time response of the detector and amplifier should
be much faster than the decay time that is measured.

Fig. 6: Schematic of a CRDS setup.

Hereby fast means << τ. Note that use of an AOM to switch-off the light incident of the cavity,
causes a shift in frequency which is typically in the order of 100 MHz.
12
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4. Measurement Policy
For CRDS it shall be referred to section 4 in Part B – TDLAS, p. 13.
One particularity with respect to TDLAS is the fact that, due to (14), CRDS does not rely on
optical interaction lengths measurements. This is true, while mirrors are kept at a constant
distance, or as this distance is sometimes dithered, constant in the same variation range for
which a certain k(ν~ ) is measured.

5. Measurands and Influence Quantities
The influence quantities gas temperature T, total pressure p, isotopologic composition riso,
line strength ST should be measured according to the guidelines in part B TDLAS (p. 11).
The optical path length L doesn’t need to be measured, although it must be kept constant
during the measurements. The wavelength should be measured via some means such as an
etalon (relative) or a wavemeter (absolute). The (relative) intensity leaking out of the cavity
should be monitored using a fast photo-detector. A major advantage of CRDS over most
other techniques is the insensitivity to fluctuations of the radiant power φ0(ν~ ) of the incident
light beam.

6. Raw Data, Processing, and Data Retrieval
Raw data are given by the decay traces from the measurement with and without absorbing
sample. The order of the different experimental stages needs to be specified. A possible
protocol could be as follows:
a) simultaneous measurement of the decay trace without absorbing sample (e.g., use
pure nitrogen or vacuum) and the wavelength
b) simultaneous measurement of the decay trace with absorbing sample and the
wavelength
c) control measurement of the decay trace without absorbing sample (e.g., use pure
nitrogen or vacuum) and the wavelength
Note that pure nitrogen (or another pure compound which shows no absorption) is in general
preferred above vacuum as a strong change of pressure might lead to a change in cavity
alignment and hence a change in τCRD,0. The control measurement is done to check if no
shifts in τCRD,0 have occurred caused for instance by slight changes in the cavity alignment or
in the in-coupling of the light.
From the time evolution of the detector signal the value of τCRD can be determined.
Techniques that have been used for this purpose include standard linear least-squares fitting
methods (by fitting the logarithm decay signal), Levenberg–Marquardt non-linear least
squares fitting techniques, fast Fourier transform, or a direct determination using an
analogue detection scheme ([45] and references therein). To achieve good accuracy and
precision in determining the ring-down time, it is essential to record the decay signal for a
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sufficiently long period of time. According to Mazurenka et al. [46] the measurement time
should be ≥ 4.6 · τCRD to achieve a signal to noise ratio of 100 in the exponential decay.
A typical measurement of a ringdown time is shown (on a logarithmic scale) in Fig. 7. There
is a random measurement noise on the photo detector. The residuals of the measured
intensity data are analysed after fitting with a single exponential function including an offset.
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Fig. 7: Observed decay time including an exponential fit (shown on a logarithmic
scale). The residual between the measurement and fit is also shown.

During the measurements the light source is (step-) scanned over the absorption feature and
the decay time is recorded. Figure 8 shows a typical measurement of a high purity nitrogen
sample (which is to assess τCRD,0) and three methane samples diluted in nitrogen (all
1.00 µmol/mol) and recorded at a total pressure of 200 mbar. Using these data the
corresponding absorption coefficients can be calculated (see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8
Measured decay times for a range of different frequencies for high purity nitrogen and
three different samples of methane diluted in nitrogen (1.00 µmol/mol) at a pressure of 200 mbar.
The traces of the different samples overlap.
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Fig. 9
Absorption coefficients calculated from the decay times shown in Fig. 8 using the decay
times of the nitrogen sample as τCRD,0. Note that the spectral feature consists of a multitude of
lines.

For CRDS the raw data processing refers to that of TDLAS and QCLAS. Explicitly expressed
for TDLAS on pp. 16 the core equation (6) has to be used with small changes also for CRDS.
Matching (6) to CRDS it becomes

x CO2 =

kB ⋅T
⋅ Aline = Γ −1 ⋅ Aline
r iso ⋅ ST ⋅ p
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with a slightly changed Γ, now without the optical path length. Whereas (8) holds for CRDS
without any changes.
Subsequent CRDS data retrieval does refer exactly to that of TDLAS leading to the retrieval
based on independent individual measurements with following averaging and to that of
regression-based retrievals.

7. Uncertainty Estimation
For the uncertainty estimation it shall be referred to the analysis described in the article of
Kim et al. [47]. A factor which they neglected is the detector non-linearity. This is of greatest
importance in the mid-infrared wavelength region as MCT-detectors generally show a much
greater non-linearity than near-infrared detectors [40]. Extensive studies on the different
uncertainty contributions performing CRDS and retrieving amount-of-substance fractions
from these data are discussed in a report (D3.2) on line strength measurements, prepared by
G. Kok and S. Persijn 13
Generally, the uncertainty assessment of CRDS measurements is referring to the equivalent
statements given in Part B, sections 7 and 8 (p. 19 and 20). Appendix B is giving an
uncertainty budget for a CRDS measurement performed at PTB [48]. This budget is very
semilar to the respective budget in Appendix A for TDLAS data. However, this is not a first
principle budget as it is based on an already derived line area with known uncertainty as type
B input quantity. Details on the uncertainty estimation of line areas from CRDS
measurements are given in [47] and the mentioned report D3.213.

Part E – Description of good measurement practice (GMP)
1. Scope
Good measurement practice (GMP) guides can face general aspects of laboratory work and
measurement processes or approach specific methods in certain applications, like breath
analysis. Even in the latter case GMP is depending on specific environments that influencing
the details of the GMP, as e.g. those of medical treatment laboratories, hospitals, or intensive
care rooms. As this document is not indented to be used directly for any breath analysis in
medical environment or treatment, GMP related to this document is intended to be viewed
exclusively from a general point of laboratory spectrometry and TILSAM-based
measurements.
In the following sections of Part E, some GMP guidance shall be given on the application of
TILSAM, referring, wherever possible, to respective sections in Parts A to D. Generally, the
present GMP is referring to the documentary description of “Good Measurement Practice” by
R. Benyon et al. [49]. The authors of this document state that the aim of any GMP and in
particular of theirs is to “promote measurement awareness”. A goal that is absolutely in line

13

iMERA-Plus project „Breath Analysis“ T2.J02: G. Kok and S. Persijn, ‚‘‘Contract report on line
strength measurements‘‘, deliverable D3.2
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with all the metrological aspects addressed and emphasized in this BA-TILSAM documentary
method description and which especially should be inherent to medical measurements.

2. General Requirements
According to [49] some general requirements have to be adhered when aiming at best
measurement results.
Standards, Measurement Procedures and Method Descriptions:
Best measurement results are as difficult to reach as documented procedures or
documentary standards are violated. Keep on going in accordance with these standards
does not guarantee automatically that measurement results are in any case free of any
doubts, however, they are favour best results pretty much. Method descriptions help to fullfill
every single step of a certain measurement procedure, not forgetting anything, and by that,
approaching the best result possible for given conditions.
There a couple of general standards and documents that help to organize and to sequence
necessary steps of work in laboratories performing gas analysis. The following shall be
mentioned as an incomplete list of examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO/IEC 17025
EN ISO 14912:2006, conversion of gas composition data
EN ISO 6143, Gas Analysis: characterization/calibration [34]
EN ISO 16664:2008, Gas Analysis: handling of calibration gases
EN ISO 20988:2007, Air quality – Guidelines for estimating uncertainty
JCGM 104:2009 – An Introduction to the GUM [30]
JCGM 100/101:2008 – Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement [31]
JCGM 200:2008, Vocabulary on Metrology

For the specific measurement procedure all relevant documents and certificates on used
materials shall be available and understood prior to the measurement. Those include
•
•
•
•

written description of the measurement system, including an instrument, a data and a
quality manuals
method description and measurement procedure instruction
certificates on used reference material
safety and failure instruction

Staff:
Operators and users of measurement devices and in particular of any TILSAMinstrumentation must have competences necessary to perform and understand the
underlying procedures. In Ref. [49] some requirements are mentioned that laboratory staff
and their composition should meet. Training, experience and academic background are
means to facilitate best possible combinations of skills.
Measurement Equipment:
The devices and instruments constituting the measurement system, as e.g. that of a TILSAM
instrumentation, must be maintained under best conditions, with updated and passed
calibration intervalls, as a complete inventory to fully support its intended measurement
capability. The instruments must only be used for real measurements while its performances
have been evidenced during the past cycles of in-house cross checks against independent
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systems. Plausibility proofs have to be mandatory due to each instrument’s working
instruction. Each instrument part should be viewed with necessary doubts on its operation,
prior to take its measurement result for “truth”. Respective typical measurement uncertainties
known from experience have to be used to grade the instruments performance at actual time.
Manufacturers’ manuals must be available to any commercial device and the use of the
device must be according to it or to a superrior document produced by higher inhouse
expertises.
All use of equipment shall be in line with system descriptions and procedures to maintain a
controlled and consistent manner of operation.
Reference [49] details specific steps necessary to check in order to use a certain inventory of
equipment.
Accommodation, Laboratory, Environmental Condition:
There are specific design criteria that is either being fulfilled by a certain laboratory room that
accommodates an instrument or not. However, the accommodation for an instrument
belonging to a measurement system must be appropriate in terms of spacial constrains for its
operation, thermal and atmospheric conditions and usability for its operators. In order to
provide best measurement results the laboratory of course must be suitable to accommodate
such a system. Lab infrastructure shall be used whenever possible in performing
measurements to support the instrument’s own data acquired on influencing parameters like
surrounding air pressure, humidity, and temperature. The instrument’s data quality can be
cross checked on laboratory’s infrastructure measuring devices and its respective
specifications. Special laboratory infrastructure like air conditioning system operated under
specified performance parameters can even been used by a certain measurement system,
such, e.g., making own supporting devices obsolete in cases.
Documentation:
Traceability issues, uncertainty assessments, future comparison with other data, and a
possible intended re-retrieval of data on certain raw-data, all these items are calling for a
comprehensive and complete documentation, including the appropriate expression of the
final measurement result. The documentation definitely includes all references made to any
third party data figure, to reports or standards (see. e.g. those mentioned above), which were
used to derive the final measurement result and which contributed to the measurement
uncertainty. It is absolutely mandatory that the final measurement result is consisting of a
value component accompanied by its assigned uncertainty figure according to the ISO GUM
[31]. In order to be comprehensive the measurement documentation shall also list the
respective raw-data files, the time stamps of the respective measurements and recorded
influence data. Further on, the documentation needs to detail the used instrumentation and
its sequence of use referring to the measurement procedure sequence.

3. BA-TILSAM Requirements
Requirements originating from the BA-TILSAM methodology itself, were given in the
respective sections in Part A to D, below sections 4 to 7 and 8, respectively.
Regarding GMP, the T in TILSAM requires probably the most effort making a TILSAM result
really traceable. As pointed out earlier, this implies that every single input quantity has to be
traceable as well, yielding a couple of further implication to the usability of the different
measurement devices in a TILSAM instrumentation and to where input data can be gathered
from third parties.
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The application of the TILSAM method to specific analytes has to be ensured prior to the
usage of any result for further decisions or statements. The TILSAM method is mostly limited
to molecular transition lines that are resolvable, isolated or can be separated from any
interfering spectral feature.
Requirements that are addressing the use of calibrated instruments measuring input
quantities, the use of reliable and documented sources for the use of reported data within the
TILSAM procedure, and the importance of documenting TILSAM results with respect to
traceability and uncertainty issues were expressed in Parts A to D, and are as well referring
to section 2 of this Part E.
With respect to the reporting of the TILSAM results, Parts A to D have already mentioned the
present point of view, what is necessary to state (see e.g. Part B, section 6 “Raw Data,
Processing, and Data Retrieval”, p. 16).
A final issue that has not been addresses within this document so far, which, however, does
refer to good measurement practice is the sampling or filling of gas cells in respective
TILSAM instrumentations. The filling or sampling of gas into the absorption cell or cavity, is of
course depending on the absorption cell itself, the desired gas conditions during the
spectrometric measurement and atmospheric air conditions surrounding the TILSAM
instrumentation. However, this issue shall be mentioned under GMP items, as the gas filling
and sampling may change or influence the actual gas properties local temperature-pressure
state or isotopic composition from initial values that were to be measured. If not thoroughly
checked performing the measurement procedure, those gas parameters could be affected
due to sampling and by this influence the TILSAM result unwanted.

4. Breath Analysis Requirements
This document is not intended to be used directly for breath analysis. Consequently no GMP
guidance based on breath analysis requirements shall be made here. Instead, it is referred to
existing documents and regulations addressing real breath measurements [15-17] as well as
to the statements given in Part A, section 4 “Breath Analysis Particularities”, p. 7, of this
document.
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Appendix A: Example of a preliminary uncertainty budget for a measurement at PTB
for an individual spectrometric sample measurement based on the method described
in Part B – TDLAS (p. 11).
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Appendix B: Example of a preliminary uncertainty budget for a measurement for an
individual spectrometric sample measurement based on the method described in Part
D – CRDS (p. 26)
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